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abstract: Pithoi (the typological difference between a pithos/dolium and storage container is not 
clear) were found in abundance (second only to amphorae) in the excavated remains of the roman–
Byzantine village of chhîm in lebanon, where their presumed function was the storage of agricul-
tural produce. The article discusses the forms and types of these vessels present in the assemblage, as 
well as a limited series of decorated examples of pithoi, bearing impressed or incised motifs on strips 
of applied clay or on the body itself. The pithoi sherds were dated for the most part contextually by 
well-known and dated forms of late roman c/phocaean and african red slip wares dating from 
the end of the 4th to the 7th century ad.
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The term pithos describes a large storage 
vessel with thick walls and broad, massive 
rim.1 its main purpose was storage of 
large volumes of foodstuffs: liquids, such 
as olive oil, wine, or even water, and dry 
goods, that is, grain of all kinds, seeds and 
flour. owing to their large dimensions 
pithoi were usually a permanent, immobile 
element of the furnishings of a house or 
storage room. 
 abundant archaeological evidence col-
lected during the excavations conducted 
by the polish centre of mediterra-
nean archaeology at chhîm indicate 
that the roman–Byzantine village was 
a well-established rural centre, in all likeli-
hood active until the 7th–8th century ad 

(Waliszewski, ortali-tarazi 2002). This 
impression finds confirmation in the 
ceramic finds (see Wicenciak 2002). 
 among the various vessel types found 
at chhîm, pithoi constitute the largest 
functional group after amphorae. Their 
impressive number can be related most 
probably to agricultural production and 
storage of agricultural goods.
 over 1500 vessel fragments corre-
sponding to various forms of pithoi were 
found to date, most of them diagnostic 
fragments selected in the course of archae-
ological works. a register of over 400 frag-
ments of pithoi has been created, catalogu-
ing various types of rims, bases, handles, 
and decorated body sherds.2

*  an extended version of this report was delivered at the conference Roman pottery in the Levant: Local production and 
regional trade. Round Table, deutsches archaeolögishes institut, Berlin (19–20 february 2010).

1  The typological difference between a pithos/dolium (definition in hayes 1997: 35–36) and ‘storage jar’, another term 
frequently used in the literature, is not clear.
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Fig. 1.  Modern pithos-type vessel from the region 
(Photo K. Kotlewski)

forms and types
Pithoi have a characteristic ‘barrel’ shape, 
a large, rounded body and a nearly flat 
or conical base. only conical bases were 
identified as pithoi in the material from 
chhîm. other distinctive features of 
these vessels include absence of a defined 
neck, a broad, massive rim and thick walls, 
massive handles, and a body diameter far 
greater than that of the rim. 
 most pithos fragments found in chhîm 
are small and damaged, the majority being 
plain body sherds, easily recognized owing 
to a distinctive fabric and wall thickness. 
There were a few decorated body sherds. 
The material included ten or so bases, many 
rim variants and some fragments with 
preserved handles. no complete pithoi have 
been excavated on site thus far. however, 
based on contemporary finds, the height of 
a roman and Byzantine vessel is estimated 
at approximately 0.80 m [Fig. 1].2 
 The pithoi fragments from chhîm 
can be divided into at least two groups by 
rim shape as well as fabric. type i is char-
acterized by a thick, triangular-sectioned 
rim and is the most common and the 
most distinctive type of pithos on site. 
rim fragments [Fig. 2] and body sherds 
[Fig. 3:14, 15, 18, 19] of this type have been 
recognized to date, but no bases or handles. 
The fabric is very peculiar: it is fine-grained 
and sandy, color varying from light brown 
or yellowish-brown to beige. it contains 
fine (approximately 1 mm in diameter) 
white, grey, yellow and light grey particles. 
in fragments with a clearly smoother surface 
the inclusions are different: grey as well as 

white, light brown and dark grey particles 
ranging from 1 to 3 mm in diameter.
 a large, three-handled specimen of 
a pithos with triangular-sectioned rim was 
found during recent excavations in Beirut; 
it was dated to the Byzantine period (hayes, 
‘ala’ eddine 1998–1999: 131, 135 fig. 7). 
The Beirut vessel was made from a plain 
buff/light brown ware. distinctive wavy 

2  modern counterparts of the pithos, observed during a survey of the el Kharroub province conducted by mahmoud 
el-tayeb in 1999, have an average height of 0.70–0.80 m (see el-tayeb 2002: 10–11).
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Fig. 2.  Selection of pithos rims of Type I 
          (Photos Z. Kowarska, S. Lenarczyk; all drawings by the authors verifying team documentation)   
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Fig. 3.  Selection of pithos rims of type II 
          (Photos and drawings Z. Kowarska, S. Lenarczyk)   
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combed decoration adorns the shoulders 
and the broad handles feature two thin 
grooves. several analogous pithos rim shapes 
were also recorded during excavations con-
ducted at the coastal site of Jiyeh (porphy-
reon) (unfortunately from poorly dated 
surface layers, U. Wicenciak, personal com-
munication). some examples of a similar 

kind of pithos, characterized by a thick, 
triangular-sectioned rim and combed deco-
ration, dated to the late roman period, 
were found also at the site of panayia ema-
tousa in cyprus (Winther Jacobsen 2005: 
625–626, 632–633, figs 5, 6). Three pithoi 
with similar, triangular-sectioned rims were 
uncovered during excavations conducted in 

Fig. 4.  Selection of pithos bases with spirally grooved decoration 
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Fig. 5.  Selection of decorated fragments
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Upper galilee at the site of tell Keisan (see 
florimont 1984: 29–30). a reconstruction 
of the shape was possible thanks to one 
of the vessels, which was found almost 
complete. it also permitted the base and 
handles of the vessels from chhîm to be 
reconstructed (the vessel from tell Keisan 
had a flat base). also the decoration of the 
vessels at tell Keisan, combed wavy lines in 
the upper part of the body, is very similar 
to the body decoration of the pithos frag-
ments from chhîm [Fig. 5:13–16]. 
 other parallels of Byzantine date 
were recorded during an archaeological 
survey of sites in Upper galilee (horvat 
ovesh, horvat gov and horvat Karkara), 
where they were dated to the 6th century 
ad, and on coastal sites among ceramic 
material dated to the Byzantine and early 
islamic periods (frankel et alii 2001: 68, 
fig. 3.11:13). 
 The second pithos type in the material 
from the site is characterized by a thick 
rim, which can be either everted (at various 
angles) [Fig. 3:3,4,5,6] or slightly inverted 
[Fig. 3:7,8,9,10]. This rim shape resembles 
rims referred to as “storage jars” in the topic 
literature (see Wicenciak 2002: 71–73; 
pieri 2001 [2002]: 117–119, figs 9–10).  
The bases attributed to this pithos type are 
shaped like a truncated cone. This specific 
shape probably made it easier to stand the 
vessel upright, in specially dug pits in the 
floor. some of the bases found at chhîm 
are characterized by spirally grooved deco-
ration [Fig. 4]. 

 Pithoi of this type are characterized by 
a pinkish-beige fabric referred to as Chhîm 
pinkish. The fabric is considered to be of 
local origin, but this hypothesis has not 
been confirmed by chemical analyses (see 
Wicenciak 2002: 62).
 many rim variants resemble type two, 
some only slightly everted or nearly verti-
cal, others incurved. Therefore, the division 
into two types or rather groups is prelimi-
nary. some of the rim variants may repre-
sent pithoi in use during earlier periods.

decoration
decorated pithos body sherds consti-
tuted a relatively small group of 45 frag-
ments in an assemblage totaling pres-
ently about 1500 fragments. decoration 
usually covered the shoulders at the point 
where they meet the body. typical orna-
ments included rope impressions, short 
incised diagonal lines, finger impressions 
or incised wavy lines, the motifs occurring 
on applied strips of clay (see pieri 2001 
[2002]: pl. 9) [Fig. 5].  They were typical 
of pithoi of type ii. a comparable type of 
decoration is found on storage vessels from 
the early Bronze age in the region (frankel 
et alii 2001: 53–54, figs 3.4:2, 15).
 in several cases the decoration also 
appears directly on the vessel body. 
several fragments feature distinctive geo-
metric ornaments composed of irregular 
quadrangles linked with lines and filled 
with dots, as well as straight and wavy lines 
(Wicenciak 2002: 71, pl. 9:1254).

conclUsions
not many of the pithos fragments found 
during excavations in chhîm come from 
securely dated archaeological contexts. 
most of them were accumulated in topsoil 

or room fill. nonetheless, well-known and 
dated forms of late roman c/phocaean 
and african red slip wares dating from the 
end of the 4th to the 7th century ad are 
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the best source of accurate dating for pithoi 
found in chhîm (see domżalski 2002: 77–
88). parallels from the region, originating 
from Upper galilee and northern 
lebanon, also point strongly to the 4th–
7th century ad. it merits note that the 
shape of rims and handles, and decorative 
patterns did not change significantly 
from the early Bronze age to the roman 
and Byzantine periods. owing to the size 
of the vessels — and probably also their 
price — the same pithoi would have been 
in use for decades. due to the longevity 

and durability of the fabric used in their 
production, pithos fragments could also 
be reused. This could prove to be a serious 
obstacle in a precise dating of the different 
types of this kind of vessels (christakis 
1999: 5).
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